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Kia ora!

Pleased to meet you, I'm Vasil. I am so happy you're reading this!

I, like many of you, am a travel enthusiast. Growing up in Eastern Europe came with the

amazing opportunity to have thousands of unique places just a car ride away (albeit

usually a long one), so I was lucky enough to explore much of my surrounding countries.

By immersing myself in different environments, I was able to broaden my worldview and

develop a more diverse understanding of life.

The most defining experience of my life happened when I was in Year 10, very close to

the age of most of you reading this, when I was selected to attend a 14-day school trip

in Chongqing, China. The project involved working with local kids to design a

promotional piece (like a docu, or a website) that advertised the area to international

tourists. The experience developed my appreciation for the region and it’s culture, as

well as fostered close friendships that I treasure to this day.

I am today writing to you with an offer for a similar opportunity that, should you wish to

accept it, will change the way you look at life, quite literally opening your eyes to the

world. The Aotearoa Leadership Tour will introduce you to 15 other amazing young

people from across Australia. Together, you will travel to Sydney and New Zealand,

engaging with issues that fundamentally shape the relationship between Indigenous

peoples and majority white states. Over two weeks in September next year, we will be

engaging in a combination of consultations, events, interactive workshops and

sightseeing in order to explore indigenous rights, culture and reconciliation. As the

convenor, I am passionate about supporting other eager young people to see culture

the way I have been able to and be a part of their unforgettable journey.

This pack will provide you with some information on the trip that will be useful prior to

applying for the tour. You’ll find some details about the itinerary, costs, as well

as information on our welfare procedures to ensure we keep everyone safe

while we’re away. 

 

If you have any questions at all please don’t hesitate to contact me.

I hope to receive your application to join me on this remarkable tour. 

 

Take care,

Convenor 2023

alt@unyouth.org.au

A LETTER FROM THE CONVENOR

Vasil Samardzhiev
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ABOUT US
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UN Youth Australia is the largest youth-led not-for-profit

organisation in the country, coordinated entirely by

volunteers aged 16-25. Each year, we educate over 15,000

young Australians about international issues and the role of

the United Nations, empowering a new generation of leaders

with the skills and drive to make change in their community.

UN Youth equips young people with skills and knowledge in diplomacy, leadership,

civics, social justice and a range of domestic and international issues that are facing

our world today. Put simply, our passion is for peer to peer education. We know

young people have the vision and inspiration to create the change they want to see

in the world, so we aim to equip them with the skills and confidence to do so.

You can find out more about UN Youth and our opportunities on our website.
www.unyouth.org.au

http://www.unyouth.org.au/


ABOUT THE TOUR
The Aotearoa Leadership Tour brings together 16 young Australians in Years 10 – 12

to explore indigenous rights, culture and reconciliation during the

September/October school holidays. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to explore

Australia’s relationship with its first peoples through an intercultural tour of New

Zealand.

The Tour focuses on the rich history and tradition of the Maori people, and the

methods used to preserve this culture. You’ll spend two weeks travelling through

Wellington, Auckland, Waitangi, Rotorua and Sydney to meet and work with local

communities, grassroots organisations, government representatives and NGOs at

the forefront of the fight for indigenous rights.
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 “The entire two weeks of the Aotearoa Leadership Tour were life

changing. I can’t quite pinpoint how it happened, or even tie down

individual events that have made it happen, but I returned to

Australia feeling like a different person. A more empowered,

passionate person, and one who wants to see change.”

 
Kate Turner

Aotearoa Leadership Tour 2014



We will be spending three days in

Sydney, where we will explore

the history of Indigenous

relations with Australian

governmental institutions,

through workshops and

visits to museums and

cultural sites. We will

also be exploring

Indigenous heritage

by visiting the

Katoomba area in the

Blue Mountains. Our

final day will see the

delegation engaging in

discussions of the merits

and history of constitutional

recognition and treaties,

through consultation with

Indigenous community

members and advocacy

groups. Our first stop

in Sydney will allow

for a deeper

understanding

of Australia’s

history with

Indigenous rights

and recognition,

as well as looking

ahead to the possibility

of changing institutional

interaction.
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AU PERSPECTIVE

Auckland
will be the tour's

main consolidation

place. Its central

location on the

North Island makes

it a convenient

access point into

New Zealand, and a

travel stop on the

way to the other

locations visited.

Sydney

I T I N E R A R Y
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After the visit to Waitangi, we will move onto the hub of

Maori culture, Rotorua, where we will explore the impact

of tourism on the preservation of Maori cultural

practices. We will also explore the institutional backing

for Kura Kaupapa Māori, Maori-language immersion

schools which hold values and enact practices that

reflect Māori cultural values with the aim of revitalising

Māori language, knowledge and culture, as well as the

interaction between local councils and Maori people.

Rotorua is also an opportunity to explore the beautiful

natural surroundings the city has to offer.

Rotorua

From Auckland, we will take a two-day trip to the Waitangi Treaty Grounds, the

birthplace of New Zealand’s most important land rights treaty. While learning about

land sovereignty in the New Zealand context, we will explore the unique culture of

the Maori people with a traditional performance. The delegates will compare the

history and practice of the Waitangi Treaty to the Australian government’s lack of

treaty with Indigenous Australians, as well as the Uluru Statement from the Heart.

In Auckland, we will gain an overview of New Zealand’s historical treatment and

institutional engagement with the Maori people through consultations with

Indigenous community members and visits to the Auckland Museum, Art Gallery.

We will also notice the transition of New Zealand into a modern 21st Century

democracy, and the transformation's impact on the Maori peoples. The final dat

includes a collaborative event run in conjunction with UN Youth NZ, concerning

Australian and New Zealand institutional interaction with Indigenous groups.

Delegates will get the chance to prepare and present to their New Zealander peers

all that they have learned over the course of the trip. We will finish off the last day

with a visit to Maungawhau (Mount Eden); admiring the beautiful city view from the

dormant volcano would serve as an appropriate end to our tour.

Auckland

NZ NORTH ISLAND TRIP
Waitangi

New Zealand's capital, Wellington, will

engage us in various consultations with

political groups, discussing the integration

of the Maori people into the New Zealand

political system. Visiting the NZ Parliament,

national library and museum, will prompt us

to imagine the future of Indigenous relations

in Australia as modelled by New Zealand’s

institutional interaction with the Maori.

Wellington

I T I N E R A R Y



all transportation costs:

return flights from your nearest capital city to Sydney, from Sydney to

Auckland, from Auckland to Wellington, and from Waitangi to Rotorua;

airport transfers;

bus transport from Auckland to Waitangi and Rotorua;

public transport in the cities;

13 nights of accommodation;

all scheduled activities;

comprehensive travel insurance;

most meals.

This price covers:

Some meals on the tour (lunches while out), as well as personal expenses

(souvenirs, personal items and snacks) are not covered. We recommend having

around AUD200 for such purposes.

Seeking Sponsorships

We encourage you to seek sponsorship in order to

support the costs of the tour. We will provide a

detailed sponsorship guide, as well as support to

aid delegates in seeking individual financial support

for their tour fees. These packages will not only

provide a basis for you to pitch to the entities from

which you seek assistance but also contain advice

sourced from world leading financial institutions in

how effective sponsorship pitches are made.

Delegates on past tours have had great success

with finding partial or complete sponsorship.

If cost presents a barrier to your participation,

please do not hesitate to contact 

the convenor at alt@unyouth.org.au

COSTS AND SPONSORSHIP
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The 2023 tour cost is estimated to be AUD3,000.

This is an estimate and the final cost may differ depending

on flight price changes or other unforeseen circumstances.



This is a long, wordy section, but please read through it - it is particularly important!

UN Youth Australia and the Aotearoa Leadership Tour team place a priority on

safety and take welfare incredibly seriously. Each UN Youth Australia Facilitator will

possess a Senior First Aid Certificate and a Mental Health First Aid Certificate. UN

Youth Australia has a comprehensive Federal Welfare Policy, which we will ensure is

complied with in the lead up to, throughout and after Aotearoa Leadership Tour.

Our priority is ensuring that you are safe, respected, and happy and enjoy the

project as much as possible. It is a requirement that all delegates agree to and

complete the delegate code of conduct and first aid consent form as part of their

online application. Also included in the application are the Welfare Arbitration

Procedures that we use in the event of a breach of the Welfare Policy. The welfare

policies are there to ensure that both facilitators and delegates have the best

possible time on the Aotearoa Leadership Tour, that we all stay healthy and able to

enjoy ourselves to the greatest possible extent.

It is crucially important that you understand your rights and responsibilities as per

the Welfare Policy – if you or your parents have any questions, do not hesitate to

contact us. The full UN Youth Australia Welfare policies are available in the

application form (and it is a requirement that you read them), but we have

summarised the important content on the next page.

It is important that all welfare information is disclosed to us so that we can arrange

things and ensure that the facilitator team is able to assist everyone in having a

positive experience on the tour. In order to ensure that we can maximise your

safety, enjoyment and participation in the event, you will be required to submit a

Welfare Management Plan, if you identify as having a serious health condition

(including all chronic illnesses, mental health conditions for which you are taking

medication, and any injury or disability that limits your full participation in

Conference events). Your Welfare Management Plan must be written by a medical

professional – typically your GP. We will contact any delegates whom we believe

this applies to about creating a Welfare Management Plan as part of the

confirmation process.

WELFARE POLICY
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Discrimination and Harassment
UN Youth has a non-discrimination and anti-harassment

policy. Delegates are expected to treat each other with

respect and dignity, as any form of discrimination or

harassment (sexual or otherwise) will not be tolerated.

Directions of the Leadership Team
Delegates are expected to follow all reasonable

directions of the leadership team and any sanctions

imposed under the welfare arbitration procedures.

Alcohol, tobacco and other substances
Smoking or drinking is not permitted to delegates or facilitators

throughout the tour, regardless of its local legal status. This

includes drugs and other substances not legal in Australia.

Consent for medical treatment
As part of the registration process, you will need to

consent to the ALT Team performing first aid or seeking

further medical treatment as required. All associated cost

should be covered by the travel insurance provided.

Medication
If delegates are on any regular or prescription medicine,

this needs to be brought to the attention of the ALT Team.

Delegates are advised to discuss taking medications out of

the country with their doctor prior to departure if they plan

to do so. Be aware that it may be difficult to obtain

prescription medications after leaving Australia.



You must be in Years 10, 11 or 12 during 2023 to be eligible to apply for Aotearoa

Leadership Tour.

The application process consists of three stages: your initial online application, a

second round written application and a third round interview.

To apply for the Aotearoa Leadership Tour, head to unyouth.org.au/alt.

Should you have any further questions about the tour or the application process,

please don’t hesitate to contact the tour Convenor at alt@unyouth.org.au.

We look forward to reading your application!

HOW TO APPLY
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http://www.unyouth.org/alt
mailto:alt@unyouth.org.au


Opening young eyes to the world


